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Abstract 
  
Forest had a predominant part in different aspects for the survival of human 

beings in food, shelter and clothing etc... Inspection on the forest 

commodities manually is difficult, and so the area of remote sensing is 

helpful to extract the information regarding the forest in a specified region. 

This paper investigates the representation of tree crown and computes the 

number of trees in urban environment using watershed approach and 

morphological operations in MATLAB 2017a. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Now-a-days useful forest resources were demolished for various 

products incurred loss to human survival. Forest conservation is easily done 

by high spatial remote sensing images obtained from different satellites like  
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Quick bird, IKONOS etc. Trees play a vital role for preventing the erosion 

and providing agriculture, fuel, timber etc. Various tree crown identification 

algorithms have been developed for preservation of natural resources in 

forest. Tree crown means the upper part of tree excluding stems, leaves etc. 

and it varies in different shapes may be grouped as clusters, continuous 

represented in below figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Basic Tree Crown Shapes 

 

Manually obtained the data of trees is laborious so to extract the tree 

information usage of high spatial remote sensing images increases and it 

yields accurate information regarding the trees in a particular region. 

Identification of the shape of tree crown is utmost important from satellite 

image. Several tree crown detection and delineation algorithms are includes 

the shadow as a tree and failed in tree cluster cases. In this paper tree crown 

radius as estimated and delineated by watershed segmentation [1] and using 

morphological image processing techniques compute the tree crown 

algorithm visualised in MATLAB 2017a.   

 

1.1 Study Site and Data Set 
 

The Study area is Bengaluru which is located at the geographical 

coordinates of 12°59′N 77°35′E and meterpolis total area 700km
2
 and 

population density had 12000/km
2  

in Figure (2)  and the urban vegetation 

map of Bangalore in Figure (3).Due to the rapid development of industry 

sectors in Bangalore reduces the urban vegetation as a result it interrupts the 

good atmospheric conditions[6].In this paper survey the number of tree 

crowns in India‟s garden city vegetation area slice in urban area obtained 

from Setinal-2A with a spatial resolution of 10m [11]. 

 

 
 

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Bangalore&params=12_59_N_77_35_E_type:city(8443675)_region:IN
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Figure 2: Location of Study Area 

 
Figure 3: Urban Vegetation Map of Bangalore 

 

This paper is organised in various sections Section 1 introduces 

importance of remote sensing images to extract tree crown and different tree 

crown detection and delineation algorithms researched in Section 2. 

Watershed transform delineation and connected components morphological 

operation compute the number of trees in a RS image processing algorithm in 

Section 3. The obtained tree crown count results in Section 4.At last, future 

extension of work discussed in Section 5. 

 

2 Document Research 
 

Researchers extract the information regarding the tree crown 

identification and delineation using different techniques.Ryotaro Komura et 

al. [1] the radius of tree crown was evaluated and tree crown delineated by 

watershed algorithm. It is valid for satellite images but not accurately 

identified the small tree crowns. 
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HongyuHuang, Xu Li, and Chongcheng Chen [2] identified the crown 

part and delineate the tree crowns in UAV based images using marker 

controller watershed segmentation algorithms uses bias field image sub-

product of medical image processing helpful to analyze thetree crown 

boundaries easily and yields 90% accuracy in results. 

Guang Deng Zengyuan Li  and Honggan Wu [3] analyses  Quick bird 

images from china and recognizes the tree crowns using the seeds present in 

tree tops by NDVI and NIR properties. This algorithm erases the omission 

errors and accuracy increases in classification of vegetation.  

Zhengrong Li et al. [4] pull out the tree crown automatically by PCCN 

and after delineation done by morphological operations gives a best accuracy 

up to 81.8% ,but failed the extract the tree crowns present in clusters forms. 

Zhen Zhen et al. [5] develops a tool for evaluating the tree crown 

accuracy  using different algorithms procures various study data using 

Python, but in this tool scientists need to select proper tree crown metrics 

based on their feasibility. 

Bhavana BL et al. [6] succeeded the identification of vegetation part in 

remote sensing images using texture analysis approach but this algorithm 

provides best results in urban areas helps to separate the unused grasslands 

with the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index Scheme (NDVI). 

Lau Bee Theng, Choo Ai Ling [7] combined the bi-orthogonal wavelet 

transform to region growing segmentation technique for delineate the tree 

crowns in Quick bird satellite images and this approach produce highest 

accuracy in urban areas. 

M. A. Wulder et al. [8] accurately analyses the tree crown part in MEIS 

and IKONOS images using Local Maxima (LM) filtering give the best 

accurate results for spot out the small as well as large crown parts in remote 

sensing images and diminishes the commission error. 

J.Sanofer, R.Deepa [9] applying  a 2D walking ant descriptor for extract 

the tree crown part and post processing watershed segmentation done for 

delineating the tree crowns in specified remote sensing images and produce 

the best results in delineating the cluster type tree crowns in forest areas. 

Mamoru Kubo, Shu Nishikawa, Eiji Yamamoto and Ken-

ichiroMuramoto [10] utilizes the study field data from selected ground 

control points (GCP) and outline the tree crown part using 

watershedsegmentation afterwards by applying Image-to-map Rectification 

technique comparing the field data with the obtained results leads to high 

accuracy in identification of tree crown with remotesensing images. 

 Several tree crown detection and delineation algorithms yield best results 

but fails to identifying the small tree crown part from the remote sensing 

images. In this paper image processing watershed segmentation used tree 

crown part delineated and post-processing using morphological operations  
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for number of trees computation in Remote Sensing image using MATLAB 

2017a. 

3 Proposed Approach 

This section detailed the proposed algorithm for computation of trees in 

remote sensing image. Image pre-processing is done by evaluate the tree 

crown radius [1] then delineation done by watershed segmentation and post 

processing is done by morphological operations. 

 

 
Figure 4: Proposed Algorithm 

The input test image is remote sensing image (or) google earth image and 

the upper part of the tree similar to circles and in image tree crown can be 

estimated [1] are elaborated in the preceding steps  in fig. (4) leads to extract 

tree crown detection. 

 

3.1 Estimation of Tree Crown Radius and Watershed Segmention 
 

In preprocessing test input image is transformed to gray scale image then 

using fractal dimension evaluate the threshold value of image then the 

preceding elaborated in Figure [6]. The algorithm for estimation of tree 

crown radius is [1] 

1. Fix the top left pixel of image as a reference pixel. 

2. Initalize the standard brightness value 

3. Intialize the standard brightness value with initial radius 1 pixel 

4. Obtain maximum and minimum brightness values. 

5. Check whether the difference between the reference and average            

value is within the threshold value. 
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True: Expand tree crown circle 

False: Set next pixel in the image as the reference pixel and return to step 1. 

If all pixels have   been set to reference pixel go to step 6. 

6. Take all circles as crown regions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5:   Estimation of Tree Crown Radius 
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To inspect the layout of tree crown in fig. (6) the sequential process 

shown in steps fig. (5) estimated the tree crown radius  but it results unusual 

misconception and to alter that error by exploring the highest crest and 

considered the nearest pixels of the tree crown results radius distribution[1] 

in fig.(7). The radius value of each pixel is reversed known as inverted radius 

distribution in fig. (8) before applying the watershed to delineate the tree 

crown [1]. Watershed segmentation technique is used to separate the objects 

in the images using the features of watershed lines and seggregates the 

inverted radius image into catchment basins in fig. (9)  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Tree crown visualisation 

 

 

 
 

 
     Figure 7: Radius distribution calculations 
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Figure 8: Inverted Radius Distribution 

 

 

 
Figure 9: Watershed Area 

 

Detection of tree crowns done by estimating the tree crowns as circles 

and by applying watershed segmentation obtained the inverse radial 

assessment of image [1] then post processing was done by edge detection in 

MATLAB R2017a  delineate the tree crown in remote sensing image. 

 

 

3.2 Tree Crown Computation by Morphological Operations 
 

MATLAB R2017a Image processing toolbox used to compute the 

number of tree crowns in delineated image. Binary image connected 

components is figure out by utilizing the„bwconncomp‟ function and its 

syntax is cc = bwconncomp (bw, Conn) where bw is the delineated image. 
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3.3 Evaluation of Segmentation Exactness 
 

Precision of segementation can be done by several researchers [12] 

computing the multiresolution segmentation approach and [13] found the 

reliability of segmentaion by virtual interpretation. Under segmentation, 

oversegmentation and „goodness of polygon matching‟ [14] are used as 

performance metrics for visualizing the close and ideal segmentation[15]. 
 

                                                         (1) 

 

                                                    (2) 
 

where Wi is the resulted segmented image and Rj is the reference image. 

 

 
Exactness of segmentaion based on distance index 0 represents best match 

and 1 representsless accuracy. 

 

4 Outcomes of Proposed Approach and Discussion 
 

This section represents the outcomes of remote sensing images tree 

crown delineation and compute the tree crowns in different plots like tree 

crown diffused in highways and Bangalore city raodways.The input remote 

sensing image obtained by satellite Setinal-2A in Figure (10)for 

preprocessing it is converted to Gray scale Image Figure (11) and inverted 

Radius image after estimation of tree crown radius in Figure(12) then apply 

Watershed Segmentation the detected tree crowns in Figure (13) from edge 

segmentation in Figure (14) and  delineation of tree crowns is represented in  

Figure(15) compute the number of tree crowns using morphological 

operations in MATLAB R2017a visualize as number of objects in Figure 

(16). 

 
Figure 10: Remote Sensing Image1 
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Figure 11: Gray Scale Image 

 

 
Figure 12: IRAI Image 

 

 
Figure 13: Watershed Segmentation 

 

 

Figure 14: Tree Crown Detection 
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Figure 15: Tree Crown Delineation 

 

 
Figure 16: Computation of Tree Crowns 

 

4.1 Accuracy Assesment of Tree Crown Count 
 

Manual delineation of tree crown assessment [15] of the input remote 

sensing image provides 92 tree crowns and by using morphological 

operations the tree crowns is 81  then by utilizing the Object recognition rate 

(ORR)  [16] the counting of tree crowns accuracy is obtained as 88%. 

 

                                   (4) 
Tree crown computation for different remote sensing images consists of 

several entities like buildings, lamp posts etc. shown in Figure (17) is one of 

the urban environment remote sensing input image after applying the Figure 

(5) procedure on input image results the tree crown detection by watershed 

segmentation in Figure (18) then postprocessing done by imposing the edge 

detection result of watershed segmentation on input image (Fig. (17)) yields 

the layout of the tree crown (Fig.(19)). At last by using connected 

components the individual tree crown computed is visualised in MATLAB 

R2017a in Figure (20). 
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  Figure 17: Remote Sensing Image2 

                       

Figure 18:Watershed Segmentation 

 

 
Figure 19:Tree crown Delineation 

                     

 
Figure 20: Computation of Tree Crowns 
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Figure 21: Remote Sensing Image3 

 

 
Figure 22: Tree Crown Delineation 

 
Figure 23: Computation of Tree Crowns 

 

         Remote sensing Image consists of buildings (Fig. (21)) is one of the slice 

of the urban environment.Initially preprocessing and Postprocessing done as  

in Fig.(4) then it produce the delineated tree crown outline in Figure (22) and 

by processing the image in MATLAB R2017a  through connected 

components the tree crown count is obtained in Figure (23) 

The Table 1 represents the tree crown count ORR accuracy comparisions 

to the different slices of remote sensing images with average accuracy of 

84%. 
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Table1: ORR Accuracy Assesment 

 
 

 
5 Conclusion and Future Scope 
 

A remote sensing image provides useful information like number of trees 

in a sector of region. In this paper   after the initial processing of image tree 

crown identification is done by watershed segmentation with the help of 

radial assessment image and obtained number of tree crown count using 

morphological operations. This approach results   gives best in identification 

of trees and matches with measured field data.Several investigations were 

carried out on to identify the tree crown clusters and exclude the count of 

shadows of tree crowns in high resolution remote sensing images. 
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